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Measuring Media Use and Exposure Christina Peter 2019-09-11 The
precise measurement of media use and exposure to media content posits
currently one of the main methodological challenges in communication
research. Against this background, new communication technologies
have been gaining particular importance because they change existing
patterns of media use and create new types of media use. At the same
time, these technologies do not only present a challenge for
communication research, but they also provide new opportunities for the
assessment of media use. The volume regards current developments and
trends in the measurement of media use and exposure from various
perspectives. Contributions deal with the refinement and advancement of
classical approaches, and new methods and measures of assessing media
use are introduced and evaluated. They also discuss the advantages and
challenges of using online behavioral data as indicators for media
exposure. Contributions tackle questions how different methods of
measuring media use and exposure can be combined to gain a more
accurate picture and what pitfalls can occur.
Development and Application of Bituminous Materials for Civil
Infrastructures Hui Yao 2021-10-22
The Trumping of America Pamela Hines 2018-08 Trump alone is not to
blame... How does it reflect on North American societal values when
wealth trumps humanity, selfish individualism trumps compassion, the
need to be entertained and to win trumps the truth, and racism and
misogyny are rewarded with the most powerful position in the world?
The political rise of Donald Trump, from the cutthroat Republican
primary process to his move to the White House, has ushered in a new
age of politics in the United States. This is a comprehensive analysis of
the events surrounding the 2016 presidential election and the
unprecedented first year of Donald Trump’s presidency. Pamela Hines
highlights the growing distortion of American democracy, which
threatens political systems around the world. As a Canadian living just
across the border, Hines provides a unique perspective on the
international impact of the election; explores the roles of religion,
racism, nationalism, and gender bias; and critiques the media and its
reckless coverage of Trump’s ascension. The Trump presidency is a
wake-up call to citizens of the free world. Democracy is at risk, yet power
remains in the hands of the people. This assault on democracy can be
curtailed only if voters make informed decisions and understand the
consequences of their choices—while they still have the right to choose.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 21St-century American Musicians Wikipedia
contributors
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Tenors Wikipedia contributors
FCC Record United States. Federal Communications Commission 2017
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Male Musical Theatre Actors
Wikipedia contributors
A Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology Larry Pasavento 2015-01-06
Look to the stars for a whole new approach to market cycle forecasting A
Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology is the definitive guide to trading
market cycles based on astrological data. Written by a highly-respected
technical analyst, this book makes the connection between the
movements of planets and the volatility of the market. Readers can draw
upon one hundred years of historical data as they learn how to spot
correlations from the past, and refer to planetary and lunar data for the
next five years as they shape their own strategy. The book covers the
principles of astrological forecasting as applied to the financial markets,
explaining what to watch for and how to interpret planetary and lunar
activity, plus expert insight on everyday practical application. A study by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta determined that the U.S. stock
markets tend to be negatively affected by geomagnetic storms, and the
Royal Bank of Scotland demonstrated that a trading system based on the
phases of the moon would have outperformed the market. A Trader's
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Guide to Financial Astrology shows traders how to tap into the planetary
forces that influence market activity. Readers will: Learn how planetary
and lunar movements relate to the financial markets Draw upon 100
years of historic correlations and five years of forecast data Forecast
long-term and short-term activity based on planetary relationships and
lunar movement Enter the markets at key turning points, using price
patterns and other tools When integrated with technical trading
patterns, astrology can be an effective way of shifting perspective and
approaching the market differently. For traders who have always wanted
to know what to do when Mercury is in retrograde or the moon is new, A
Trader's Guide to Financial Astrology provides information and insight
from a leading market educator.
Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2020 Osvaldo
Gervasi 2020-10-02 The seven volumes LNCS 12249-12255 constitute
the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Conference on
Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2020, held in
Cagliari, Italy, in July 2020. Due to COVID-19 pandemic the conference
was organized in an online event. Computational Science is the main
pillar of most of the present research, industrial and commercial
applications, and plays a unique role in exploiting ICT innovative
technologies. The 466 full papers and 32 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 1450 submissions. Apart from the
general track, ICCSA 2020 also include 52 workshops, in various areas of
computational sciences, ranging from computational science
technologies, to specific areas of computational sciences, such as
software engineering, security, machine learning and artificial
intelligence, blockchain technologies, and of applications in many fields.
理財周刊 第886期 2017/08/18 理財周刊 2017-08-17 本期目錄 【理周專欄】 編輯台 6 朝鮮半島危機 台股成了
大輸家 發行人語8 台灣人怕什麼？ 財金觀察10 唯獨立思考能制人工智慧 房市觀察12 永春都更案打掉重練 損失知多少？ 房地產會
客室 14 一根釘子戳破二十年都更夢 全球投資瞭望 18 巨債埋下不安因子 ETF加劇波動風險 陸股脈動 20 亞洲邊境衝突頻率高
軍工板塊將加速吸金 大數據鏢股 22 美股多方格局撐持 台股守穩重要點位 戰情室 27 台股一路發操作策略 新聞熱線 28 慧智基因
獲利、毛利續創新高 封面故事 30 台股收驚 32 七月營收上半年財報資優生出列 42 紡織業下個爆點 女性運動內衣躍戰場 46 外
銷歐洲與中國 下半年成長動能可期 點股成金 趨勢百分百》52 買反向ETF 避開中段整理修正 量價領航》54 車用面板出貨 訂單能
見度到年底 飆股鑫天地》56 蘋果拉貨效應 軟板廠成長爆發力強 贏家戰略 台股棋手》58 搶攻「她經濟」全力支撐「她」 投資報
報》59 投資報報專欄 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》60 短線反彈 波段還要跌 時間密碼》62 全年營收挑戰新高 期權大聯盟》63 溫
拿未大幅減碼 未來仍以溫漲為主 股昇翔起》64 風吹草低見牛羊 風吹草動跑光光 權證贏家》66 國際股市動盪不安 台股後勢研判 衍生
性商品 權證精選》70 自動化革命 工具機廠訂單滿到明年Q1 周選擇權》74 買方跨式或勒式 採突破策略布局 期股捷報 76 看清
股市回檔的本質 期股權勝箱波均 78 大道易行箱波均─留倉是賭定，還是篤定？ 當沖與騙線 80 北韓戰雲密布 資金轉向Ａ股與黃金避
險 期貨精選 82 避險投機黃金期貨獲利 新股報導 84 聚焦綠能、家電、車用商機 風雲論壇 86 川金打嘴砲 季線往上走 仍偏多頭
房市放大鏡 88 業者反對廣建社會住宅？將自砸痛腳！ 解碼房市 90 中信鄭余正全：第三季為進場購屋好時機 92 都更際遇大不同
有人悲傷 有人歡喜收割 理財我最大 94 楊立偉：大數據煉金，協助決策者站在高點
100 Year Patra (Panchang) Swami Ram Charran 2008-10 AN
UNFOLDING OF YOUR LIFE ACCORDING TO THE PLANETARY
SYSTEM IN VEDIC ASTROLOGY THAT LOOKS AT YOUR LIFE FOR 100
YEARS OR LESS. THIS BOOK WILL TEACH YOU FROM BASIC
LESSONS ON LIFE TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF ACHIEVING A GIFT OF
SEEING THE FUTURE THRU THE EYES OF THE ANCIENT RISHIS AND
SAGES WHO WROTE SUCH GREAT BOOKS AS THE BIBLE, THE
TORAH, THE KABALA, THE RAMAYAN AND THE BHAGAWAT GEETA.
The knowledge contained in this book will give you the ability to make
you and your family safe from all the great obstacles of life such as
poverty, separation, death and destruction. The knowledge presented in
this book is so accurate you can even predict your date of death and
sickness so that you can take steps to change them before they happen]].
Astronomy on the Personal Computer Oliver Montenbruck
2009-03-23 A thorough introduction to the computation of celestial
mechanics, covering everything from astronomical and computational
theory to the construction of rapid and accurate applications programs.
The book supplies the necessary knowledge and software solutions for
determining and predicting positions of the Sun, Moon, planets, minor
planets and comets, solar eclipses, stellar occultations by the Moon,
phases of the Moon and much more. This completely revised edition
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takes advantage of C++, and individual applications may be efficiently
realized through the use of a powerful module library. The accompanying
CD-ROM contains the complete, fully documented and commented
source codes as well as executable programs for Windows 98/2000/XP
and LINUX.
理財周刊 第887期 2017/08/25 理財周刊 2017-08-23 本期目錄 【理周專欄】 編輯台 6 美國牛市是否反轉 空襲
警報此起彼落 發行人語8 高舉台灣之光 財金觀察10 經濟學家見義勇為？ 房市觀察11 「新南向政策」與「泰國4.0」 房地產會客
室 12 景氣下行 買方四大購屋優勢 全球投資瞭望 16 稅改政策仍待考驗 美股後勢步步為營 陸股脈動 18 指數下檔空間有限 環保板
塊喜見藍天 大數據鏢股 20 題材面、籌碼面兼具優勢 戰情室 25 台股一路發操作策略 新聞熱線 26 基龍米克斯成功跨足臨床醫學市
場 27 健永生技進行MCS-8臨床試驗 封面故事 28 萬點新紀錄 30 營益率大幅拉升 嚴選低基期業績成長股 36 一人商機 未
來飆股 就在你身邊 40 安全氣囊板塊挪移 台廠供應鏈受衝擊 點股成金 趨勢百分百》46i8效應 軟板廠營收挑戰單月新高 量價領航》
48 影像感測元件吃緊 下半年營運走高 飆股鑫天地 》50 自動化滲透率攀升 雲端商機高階產品放量出貨 贏家戰略 台股棋手》52 營
收創歷史新高 吸引資金目光 投資報報》53 投資報報專欄 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》54 短線果然反彈 波段準備低接 時間密碼 》
56 電力不足UPS需求增 期權大聯盟》 57 指數漸止穩 再度挑戰前波高點 股昇翔起》 58 一顆蘋果不僅要救台股 也要救美股 衍
生性商品 權證精選》62 權證精選專欄 周選擇權》66 中性偏多 價平溫漲策略追蹤 期股捷報 68 指數漲跌迷蹤步 匯率升貶洩天機
期股權勝箱波均 70 大道易行箱波均─箱波均觀象借東風 當沖與騙線 72 低估值、高淨資產收益率 穩定現金分紅醫藥製造股 期貨精選
74 轉折投機美元指數獲利 產業追蹤 76 NOR Flash市場供不應求 供應商拚擴產 企業巡禮 78 捷迅傳統貨量減 轉型鎖定高
毛利電商貨品 新股報導 82 霈方近三年獲利超過半個股本 84 呂慶盛打造「華人第一美妝品牌」 風雲論壇 86 季線往上走 法人沒在
怕 極短線小心 中線看趨勢 安心好宅面面觀 88 防災型都更真的防災嗎？ 解碼房市 90 21世紀不動產房仲服務要邁向國際與世界比
肩 92 房市還沒落底 建商悄悄進場購地 理財我最大 94 邱明正：我的人生永遠不會退休！
The Mind’s Interaction with the Laws of Physics and Cosmology
Jeffrey S Keen 2019-01-14 This ground-breaking book is about the
emerging academic and practical study of subtle energies, which
historically, have not been easy to detect. The unique experiments,
numerous measurements, and resulting data presented here, have been
collected over 30 years of research. The findings have resulted from
pioneering discoveries leading to equations, graphs, universal constants,
formulae, and laws of nature that eventually connect to cosmology, and
the structure of the universe. The book proves, with high scientific and
mathematical precision, that consciousness involves more than just the
brain, but actually depends on the very fabric of the universe. Some of
the discoveries prove that certain information can be communicated
across the solar system, not only faster than light, but instantaneously.
The book deals with the entanglement of large objects, and the fact that
the cosmos possesses a universal consciousness. Also shown is that the
mind can detect information from the outer planets, and identifies
connections to a five dimensional universe and the mysterious, recently
discovered dark energy. This text will be of interest to the considerable
number of people worldwide involved in similar studies. These include
researchers at universities and colleges currently or wishing to teach and
develop this up-and-coming subject, non-professionals, and members of
relevant academic societies.
Representing Corporate Officers, Directors, Managers, and Trustees
Marc J. Lane 2010-09-17 As a result of numerous recent corporate and
accounting scandals, corporate officers, directors, managers, and
trustees now face a host of new problemsand—ranging from a blizzard of
new legislation, rules, and responsibilitiesand—to increased SEC
oversight, new NYSE and NASDAQ listing standards, new fiduciary and
other duties, and crushing new criminal penalties. Representing
Corporate Officers, Directors, Managers, and Trustees tells you what to
look for...what to look out for...and what steps to take to protect your
corporate clients in todayand’s harsh regulatory environment. Itand’s the
only up-to-date work of its kind to offer both in-depth analysis and
practical guidance on every key aspect of this critically important area.
This completely updated Second Edition thoroughly covers:
Directorsand’ duty of careand— including the different standards which
have been imposed on directors regarding the duty of care...the duty of
loyalty...the business judgment rule... when directors are entitled to rely
on the advice of others...improperly influencing audits under the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act... improper distributions...and more. Conflicts of
interestand—with examples of conflict of interest transactions, and
discussion of loans to or by directors and officers...secret profits...and
the duty to safeguard confidential or inside informationand— plus, how
certain transactions considered improper can be ratified and thus
become legitimate. Federal securities lawsand—including everything
from overviews of the laws, the SEC, and securities themselvesand— to
jurisdiction, pleading, remedies, and defenses in securities cases... the
new criminal penalties...and attorneysand’ responsibilities regarding
liability under Sarbanes-Oxley. Indemnification and insuranceand— with
discussion of mandatory and permissive indemnification and the scope of
indemnification in various states... when a director may be indemnified
even if not wholly successful in defense of anaction...directorsand’ and
officersand’ liability insurance...types and extent of insurance
coverage...tax law treatment...and exclusions. Tender
offersand—including antitakeover measures, two-tier and squeeze-out
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mergers, and golden parachute agreements, poison pill plans, and
greenmail...potential liability in tender offers...and implementing
mergers and acquisitions, with securities law, antitrust, tax, accounting,
and labor law considerations.
能力雜誌2017/08月號738期 中國生產力中心編輯部 2017-08-08 【新創企業轉大人，良方底叨位？】 在各國計劃性培
育創業團體的氛圍下，商業投資人的創投風潮，也在亞洲區不斷地成熟與發酵。新創公司走過研發期，一定會在轉捩點遇到：如何架構企業組
織、培養公司的企業文化、管理公司的組織運作等問題，假若克服成功，那就是通往獨角獸的康莊大道，但如何高唱轉大人之歌，就看能不能
找到專屬的「轉骨良方」了。
2-In-1 Biography of God Almighty & Deity Brahma Deepak Behl
2018-07-25 This book is basically for every human being on earth to
know about the relationship between the God Almighty (the Supreme
Soul) and we human beings who came on earth as deities, hence the
need of two-in-one biographies have been written simultaneously. This is
the authors thesis, which has been written for the information of all. It is
not a compulsion or forcing anyone to adopt to this but to make them
realize of the reality that cannot be known without the help of the God
Almighty, who is our spiritual godfather. This is an effort by the author to
bring forth the true information about God Almighty, which has remained
hidden for the past eighty-two years, and now it is time to bring it to the
fore.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Vaudeville Performers Wikipedia
contributors
International Advanced Researches & Engineering Congress 2017
Proceeding Book Recep HALICIOGLU 2017-12-29 INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOPS (at IAREC'17) (This book inclueds English (main) and
Turkish languages) International Workshop on Mechanical Engineering
International Workshop on Mechatronics Engineering International
Workshop on Energy Systems Engineering International Workshop on
Automotive Engineering and Aerospace Engineering International
Workshop on Material Engineering International Workshop on
Manufacturing Engineering International Workshop on Physics
Engineering International Workshop on Electrical and Electronics
Engineering International Workshop on Computer Engineering and
Software Engineering International Workshop on Chemical Engineering
International Workshop on Textile Engineering International Workshop
on Architecture International Workshop on Civil Engineering
International Workshop on Geomatics Engineering International
Workshop on Industrial Engineering International Workshop on Food
Engineering International Workshop on Aquaculture Engineering
International Workshop on Agriculture Engineering International
Workshop on Mathematics Engineering International Workshop on
Bioengineering Engineering International Workshop on Biomedical
Engineering International Workshop on Genetic Engineering
International Workshop on Environmental Engineering International
Workshop on Other Engineering Science
Thirsting for Living Water Michael J. Mantel 2021-10-12 When personal
and global events threw Mike Mantel into a dark night of the soul, he
embarked on a journey around the world to rediscover God's holistic
gospel driven by compassion, justice, and mercy. Embark on your own
adventure and open your eyes to the ways God is already at work at
home, among neighbors, and to the ends of the earth.
New Cerebrospinal Fluid Research to Uncover Mechanisms
Driving Neurological and Psychiatric Diseases Thomas Skripuletz
2020-12-18
Understanding a New Presidency in the Age of Trump Joseph A.
Pika 2017-11-10 From the authors of The Politics of the Presidency
comes this new supplement examining the unprecedented administration
of Donald J. Trump. With their trademark balance between historical
context, the current political environment, and contemporary scholarship
on the executive branch, Joseph A. Pika, John Anthony Maltese, and
Andrew Rudalevige offer students in American politics a brief but
thorough overview of the Trump presidency’s first year of office. From
the transition to the Russia investigation, Understanding a New
Presidency in the Age of Trump grounds the ongoing news cycle in a
deeper analysis of the executive branch, encouraging you to draw
connections between current events and broader political science
concepts. Whether packaged with another CQ Press title or used on its
own, Understanding a New Presidency will give you the insight you need.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Science Fiction Films Wikipedia
contributors
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s South Korean Television Series
Wikipedia contributors
American Nightmare Henry A. Giroux 2018-07-03 Are we in the
beginning of a new fascist era? As white supremacy, ultra-nationalism,
rabid misogyny and anti-immigrant fervor coalesce, a new and uniquely
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American form of fascism looms. Could our current moment actually
bring about the end of democracy in the United States? Are Americans
willing to surrender their freedom and dignity, along with their ongoing
struggle for equality, justice and mutual respect in the face of the rising
tide of political and ideological extremism? In this provocative collection
of essays, Henry Giroux warns of the consequences of doing too little as
Trump and the so-called alt-right relentlessly attack critics, journalists,
and target the hard-earned civil rights of women, people of color,
immigrants, the working class, and low-income Americans. As we face
down the frightening reality of living under a system that serves only the
interests of the wealthy few, Giroux makes a passionate call for ordinary
citizens to organize, educate, and resist by all available means. Praise for
American Nightmare: "In this current era of corporate media
misdirection and misinformation . . . Henry Giroux is one of the few great
political voices of today, with powerful insight into the truth. Dr. Giroux
is defiantly explaining, against the grain, what's REALLY going on right
now, and doing so quite undeniably. Simply put, the ideas he brings forth
are a beacon that need to be seen and heard and understood in order for
the world to progress."—Julian Casablancas, lead vocalist for The Strokes
"In frightening times like these, what is desperately needed is an
informed and wise voice that speaks clearly and with conviction about
the situation we are in, and what can be done. Henry Giroux is one of the
great public intellectuals of our times, and American Nightmare is
exactly the book for people grappling with how to understand the Trump
era and how to proceed. This is precisely the book that needs to be
shared with friends and acquaintances. It will provoke hard thinking,
bring clarity, and stimulate much needed conversation and
action."—Robert W. McChesney, co-author of People Get Ready: The
Fight Against a Jobless Economy and a Citizenless Democracy "We have
no greater chronicler of these dystopian times. Giroux's critique cuts to
the crux of today’s authoritarian crisis, yet his voice remains of one hope
that the people may collectively regain control. Even while living though
systemic efforts to privatize hope, Giroux’s critique enacts the sort of
shared resistance that can effectively challenge authoritarianism.
American Nightmare demonstrates how we can resist the normalization
of hate, authoritarianism and alienation in Trump’s America. He shows
us that not only are we not alone, but we are among a majority who
oppose the cruelties of American social policies."—David H. Price, author
of Cold War Anthropology: The CIA and the Growth of Dual Use
Anthropology "At a moment when the news cycle presents the dangers of
Trumpian authoritarianism through disjointed and discrete hottakes,
Giroux's wide-reaching analysis accounts for our current American
nightmare with necessary historical context, and in so doing creates an
aperture for resistance more meaningful than a hashtag."—Natasha
Lennard, contributing writer for The Intercept, co-editor of Violence:
Humans in Dark Times
A President’s Daily Brief: Year 1 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption
of the Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 1: The Day-byDay Lurch of Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the first in Micah
Fisher-Kirshner’s series, representing the inaugural year of Trump’s time
in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a compiled list of
significant events that portray Trump as the most corrupt American
president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts
pulled from news outlets and credible sources provides an intimate look
at how the administration went about breaking the presidential norms on
a daily basis. Readers also will have access to citations to fact-check
claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and
graduated to righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy
history, politics, and government or simply want to read about the most
notorious presidency in history.
Learning Spring Boot 2.0 Greg L. Turnquist 2017-11-03 Use Spring
Boot to build lightning-fast apps About This Book Get up to date with the
defining characteristics of Spring Boot 2.0 in Spring Framework 5 Learn
to perform Reactive programming with SpringBoot Learn about
developer tools, AMQP messaging, WebSockets, security, MongoDB data
access, REST, and more Who This Book Is For This book is designed for
both novices and experienced Spring developers. It will teach you how to
override Spring Boot's opinions and frees you from the need to define
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complicated configurations. What You Will Learn Create powerful,
production-grade applications and services with minimal fuss Support
multiple environments with one artifact, and add production-grade
support with features Find out how to tweak your apps through different
properties Use custom metrics to track the number of messages
published and consumed Enhance the security model of your apps Make
use of reactive programming in Spring Boot Build anything from
lightweight unit tests to fully running embedded web container
integration tests In Detail Spring Boot provides a variety of features that
address today's business needs along with today's scalable requirements.
In this book, you will learn how to leverage powerful databases and
Spring Boot's state-of-the-art WebFlux framework. This practical guide
will help you get up and running with all the latest features of Spring
Boot, especially the new Reactor-based toolkit. The book starts off by
helping you build a simple app, then shows you how to bundle and deploy
it to the cloud. From here, we take you through reactive programming,
showing you how to interact with controllers and templates and handle
data access. Once you're done, you can start writing unit tests, slice
tests, embedded container tests, and even autoconfiguration tests. We go
into detail about developer tools, AMQP messaging, WebSockets,
security, and deployment. You will learn how to secure your application
using both routes and method-based rules. By the end of the book, you'll
have built a social media platform from which to apply the lessons you
have learned to any problem. If you want a good understanding of
building scalable applications using the core functionality of Spring Boot,
this is the book for you. Style and approach This book takes a tutorialbased approach to teach you all you need to know to get up and running
with the latest version of Spring Boot. Filled with examples, you will gain
hands-on experience of every area that Spring tackles.
Fundamentals of Data Science Sanjeev J. Wagh 2021-09-20
Fundamentals of Data Science is designed for students, academicians
and practitioners with a complete walkthrough right from the
foundational groundwork required to outlining all the concepts,
techniques and tools required to understand Data Science. Data Science
is an umbrella term for the non-traditional techniques and technologies
that are required to collect, aggregate, process, and gain insights from
massive datasets. This book offers all the processes, methodologies,
various steps like data acquisition, pre-process, mining, prediction, and
visualization tools for extracting insights from vast amounts of data by
the use of various scientific methods, algorithms, and processes Readers
will learn the steps necessary to create the application with SQl, NoSQL,
Python, R, Matlab, Octave and Tablue. This book provides a stepwise
approach to building solutions to data science applications right from
understanding the fundamentals, performing data analytics to writing
source code. All the concepts are discussed in simple English to help the
community to become Data Scientist without much pre-requisite
knowledge. Features : Simple strategies for developing statistical models
that analyze data and detect patterns, trends, and relationships in data
sets. Complete roadmap to Data Science approach with
dedicatedsections which includes Fundamentals, Methodology and Tools.
Focussed approach for learning and practice various Data Science
Toolswith Sample code and examples for practice. Information is
presented in an accessible way for students, researchers and
academicians and professionals.
Learning PostgreSQL 10 Salahaldin Juba 2017-12-01 Leverage the power
of PostgreSQL 10 to build powerful database and data warehousing
applications. About This Book Be introduced to the concept of relational
databases and PostgreSQL, one of the fastest growing open source
databases in the world Learn client-side and server-side programming in
PostgreSQL, and how to administer PostgreSQL databases Discover tips
on implementing efficient database solutions with PostgreSQL 10 Who
This Book Is For If you're interested in learning more about PostgreSQL one of the most popular relational databases in the world, then this book
is for you. Those looking to build solid database or data warehousing
applications with PostgreSQL 10 will also find this book a useful
resource. No prior knowledge of database programming or
administration is required to get started with this book. What You Will
Learn Understand the fundamentals of relational databases, relational
algebra, and data modeling Install a PostgreSQL cluster, create a
database, and implement your data model Create tables and views,
define indexes, and implement triggers, stored procedures, and other
schema objects Use the Structured Query Language (SQL) to manipulate
data in the database Implement business logic on the server side with
triggers and stored procedures using PL/pgSQL Make use of advanced
data types supported by PostgreSQL 10: Arrays, hstore, JSONB, and
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others Develop OLAP database solutions using the most recent features
of PostgreSQL 10 Connect your Python applications to a PostgreSQL
database and work with the data efficiently Test your database code, find
bottlenecks, improve performance, and enhance the reliability of the
database applications In Detail PostgreSQL is one of the most popular
open source databases in the world, and supports the most advanced
features included in SQL standards and beyond. This book will
familiarize you with the latest new features released in PostgreSQL 10,
and get you up and running with building efficient PostgreSQL database
solutions from scratch. We'll start with the concepts of relational
databases and their core principles. Then you'll get a thorough
introduction to PostgreSQL and the new features introduced in
PostgreSQL 10. We'll cover the Data Definition Language (DDL) with an
emphasis on PostgreSQL, and the common DDL commands supported by
ANSI SQL. You'll learn to create tables, define integrity constraints, build
indexes, and set up views and other schema objects. Moving on, you'll
get to know the concepts of Data Manipulation Language (DML) and
PostgreSQL server-side programming capabilities using PL/pgSQL. This
will give you a very robust background to develop, tune, test, and
troubleshoot your database application. We'll also explore the NoSQL
capabilities of PostgreSQL and connect to your PostgreSQL database to
manipulate data objects. By the end of this book, you'll have a thorough
understanding of the basics of PostgreSQL 10 and will have the
necessary skills to build efficient database solutions. Style and approach
This book is a comprehensive beginner level tutorial on PostgreSQL and
introduces the features of the newest version 10, along with explanation
of concepts in a very easy to understand manner. Practical tips and
examples are provided at every step to ensure you are able to grasp each
topic as quickly as possible.
The Cost of Chaos Peter Bergen 2022-05-17 From one of America's
preeminent national security journalists, an explosive, news-breaking
account of Donald Trump's collision with the American national security
establishment, and with the world It is a simple fact that no president in
American history brought less foreign policy experience to the White
House than Donald J. Trump. The real estate developer from Queens
promised to bring his brash, zero-sum swagger to bear to cut through
America's most complex national security issues, and he did. If the cost
of his "America First" agenda was bulldozing the edifice of foreign
alliances that had been carefully tended by every president from Truman
to Obama, then so be it. It was clear from the first that Trump's
inclinations were radically more blunt force than his predecessors'. When
briefed by the Pentagon on Iran and the Strait of Hormuz, he exclaimed,
"The next time Iran sends its boats into the Strait: blow them out of the
water! Let's get Mad Dog on this." When told that the capital of South
Korea, Seoul, was so close to the North Korean border that millions of
people would likely die in the first hours of any all-out war, Trump had a
bold response, "They have to move." The officials in the Oval Office
weren't sure if he was joking. He raised his voice. "They have to move!"
Very quickly, it became clear to a number of people at the highest levels
of government that their gravest mission was to protect America from
Donald Trump. Trump and His Generals is Peter Bergen's riveting
account of what happened when the unstoppable force of President
Trump met the immovable object of America's national security
establishment--the CIA, the State Department, and, above all, the
Pentagon. If there is a real "deep state" in DC, it is not the FBI so much
as the national security community, with its deep-rooted culture and
hierarchy. The men Trump selected for his key national security
positions, Jim Mattis, John Kelly, and H. R. McMaster, were products of
that culture: Trump wanted generals, and he got them. Three years later,
they would be gone, and the guardrails were off. From Iraq and
Afghanistan to Syria and Iran, from Russia and China to North Korea and
Islamist terrorism, Trump and His Generals is a brilliant reckoning with
an American ship of state navigating a roiling sea of threats without a
well-functioning rudder. Lucid and gripping, it brings urgently needed
clarity to issues that affect the fate of us all. But clarity, unfortunately, is
not the same thing as reassurance.
理財周刊 第885期 2017/08/11 理財周刊 2017-08-10 本期目錄 【理周專欄】 編輯台 6 華為奪5G技術標準
台廠著墨於新應用 發行人語8 機器人理財 閃崩怎麼辦？ 財金觀察10 企業堅持初心 方擅勝場 房市觀察11 不動產前瞻計畫—人口數
的變動與影響 ------------------------------------------------------ 房地產會客室 12 房屋交易「實坪制」？政策導向何
去何從？ 全球投資瞭望 16 全球巨頭債務問題家家有本難念的經 陸股脈動 18 新能源汽車快跑 動力電池長線看好 大數據鏢股 20
台股資金動能增強 戰情室 25 台股一路發操作策略 新聞熱線 26 昕創生醫生物新藥明年取得cGMP工廠認證 27 蓋特資訊推播
互動身分驗證 行動交易更安全 28 國產電動車品牌Thunder Power亮相 29 泰合發表阿茲海默氏症貼片臨床數據 封面故事
30 紅家軍萬點選股新方向 中國物聯網供應鏈 32 未來傳輸規格制定者 切入華為供應鏈分一杯羹 36 中國內需市場快速成長 42 營
收雙成長 創歷史新高 24英雄好漢 快馬加鞭 點股成金 趨勢百分百》48 強攻車用鏡頭 明年獲利三級跳 量價領航》50 自動化設備需
求旺 機廠訂單滿載 飆股鑫天地》52 3D Touch拉貨 觸控模組廠營運攀高 贏家戰略 台股棋手》54 十八比九規格升級 翻轉中
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小尺寸面板市場 投資報報》55 投資報報專欄 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》56 台股見10600點之上 多重時間轉折波段回檔 時間密
碼》58 時間密碼專欄 期權大聯盟》59 溫拿未積極加碼 行情以溫漲為主 股昇翔起》60 新一代手機趨勢 衍生性商品 權證精
選》64 蘋果財報優於預期 周選擇權》68 內資外資中性偏空 利用溫跌策略布局 期股捷報 70 美元跌深反彈的蝴蝶效應！ 期股權勝
箱波均 72 大道易行箱波均─掌握多空雙向的律動 當沖與騙線 74 七月非農優於預期 美聯儲縮表箭在弦上 期貨精選 76 機器人理財
風控管理是關鍵 企業巡禮 78 廣運機械數位轉型 攜手team+打造智慧工廠 美容技術大突破 80 鴻康生醫三次元鏡像美學 搶攻兩
岸商機 未上市股報導 82 美思智慧床墊結合IOT 打入美國大型醫療集團 風雲論壇 84 2018會不會有世界金融危機？ 安心好宅
面面觀 86 外牆大理石、磁磚掉落 是天災還是人禍？ 解碼房市 90 林正雄將從三大層面推動房市改革 92 都更已死？ 從文林苑到永
春案的百轉千折 理財我最大 94 陳瑞陽：物聯網時代，智慧創新及決策型人才勝出！
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Drama Films Based on Actual Events
Wikipedia contributors
MongoDB Administrator's Guide Cyrus Dasadia 2017-10-25 Manage,
fine-tune, secure and deploy your MongoDB solution with ease with the
help of practical recipes About This Book Configure and deploy your
MongoDB instance securely, without any hassle Optimize your database's
query performance, perform scale-out operations, and make your
database highly available Practical guide with a recipe-based approach
to help you tackle any problem in the application and database
administration aspects of MongoDB Who This Book Is For Database
administrators with a basic understanding of the features of MongoDB
and who want to professionally configure, deploy, and administer a
MongoDB database, will find this book essential. If you are a MongoDB
developer and want to get into MongoDB administration, this book will
also help you. What You Will Learn Install and deploy MongoDB in
production Manage and implement optimal indexes Optimize monitoring
in MongoDB Fine-tune the performance of your queries Debug and
diagnose your database's performance Optimize database backups and
recovery and ensure high availability Make your MongoDB instance
scalable Implement security and user authentication features in
MongoDB Master optimal cloud deployment strategies In Detail
MongoDB is a high-performance and feature-rich NoSQL database that
forms the backbone of the systems that power many different
organizations. Packed with many features that have become essential for
many different types of software professional and incredibly easy to use,
this cookbook contains more than 100 recipes to address the everyday
challenges of working with MongoDB. Starting with database
configuration, you will understand the indexing aspects of MongoDB. The
book also includes practical recipes on how you can optimize your
database query performance, perform diagnostics, and query debugging.
You will also learn how to implement the core administration tasks
required for high-availability and scalability, achieved through replica
sets and sharding, respectively. You will also implement server security
concepts such as authentication, user management, role-based access
models, and TLS configuration. You will also learn how to back up and
recover your database efficiently and monitor server performance. By the
end of this book, you will have all the information you need—along with
tips, tricks, and best practices—to implement a high-performance
MongoDB solution. Style and approach This practical book follows a
problem-solution approach to help you tackle any issues encountered
while performing MongoDB administrative tasks. Each recipe is detailed,
and explained in a very easy to understand manner
The War on History Jarrett Stepman 2019-10-01 The War on Our
History Confederate memorials toppled . . . Columbus statues attacked
with red paint. They started with slave-owning Confederate generals, but
they’re not stopping there. The vandals are only pretending to care about
the character of particular American heroes. In reality, they hate what
those heroes represent: the truths asserted in the Declaration of
Independence and embodied in the Constitution. And they are bent on
taking America down and replacing our free society with a socialist
utopia. All that stands in their way is Americans’ reverence for our
history of freedom. Which is why that history simply has to go. Now,
Jarrett Stepman, editor at The Daily Signal and host of Right Side of
History, exposes the true aims of the war on our history: The war on
America: World history is full of conquests and suffering indigenous
peoples. Why target Christopher Columbus? What they really want to
tear down is America. The war on Thanksgiving: World history is full of
colonists. Why target the Pilgrims? What they really want to tear down is
American freedom and prosperity. The war on the Founding: World
history is full of slavery. Why target Thomas Jefferson? What they really
want to tear down are the rights endowed by our Creator. The war on the
common man: World history is full of victorious generals and populist
politicians. Why target Andrew Jackson? What they really want to tear
down is democracy. The war on the South: World history is full of civil
strife. Why target Confederate heroes like Robert E. Lee? What they
really want to tear down is respect for America’s past and the
reconciliation that renewed our Union. The war on patriotism: World
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history is full of national pride. Why target Teddy Roosevelt? What they
really want to tear down is the idea of American greatness. The war on
the American century: World history is full of bloody wars. What they
really want to tear down is America’s defeat of totalitarianism. If America
is to survive this assault, we must rally to the defense of our illustrious
history. The War on History is the battle plan.
理財周刊 第884期 2017/08/04 理財周刊 2017-08-03 本期目錄 編輯台 6 世界金融情勢變化 聚焦全球央行會議
發行人語8 要怎麼花錢 先那麼賺錢 財金觀察10 不機警覺察 國亡無日 房市觀察12 房價落底了沒？ 房地產會客室 14 當前自主都
更面臨的十二大挑戰 全球投資瞭望 18 縮表進度與通膨脫鉤 貨幣正常化的新選項 陸股脈動 20 精準醫療推波助瀾 基因檢測快速發展
大數據鏢股 22 漲升列車啟動 外資、投信搶上座 戰情室 27 台股一路發操作策略 封面故事 28 萬點連莊拚紀錄 30 物聯網生態圈
孕育未來金雞 36 全球電動車商機大爆發 台廠供應鏈摩拳擦掌 42 美股走勢指引大盤 精準醫療大勢所趨 點股成金 趨勢百分百》46
反向ETF準備上演復仇者聯盟 飆股鑫天地》48 軟板廠攻城掠地 營運一路旺到明年Q1 贏家戰略 台股棋手》50「天上飛」不如
「地上爬」 投資報報》51 投資報報專欄 名師飆股專區 能量論台股》52 台股要靠蘋果過高 操作仍以個股為主 時間密碼》54 銅價
大漲 期權大聯盟》55 官股持續護盤 建議賣權多頭價差因應 股昇翔起》56 內資多 外資觀望 權證贏家》58 匯率是影響台股八月的
關鍵 衍生性商品 權證精選》64 股價創高 權證交易加碼 周選擇權》68 中性偏多 買方跨式或勒式策略追蹤 期股捷報 70 反市場思
考拉回理性判斷！ 期股權勝箱波均 72 大道易行箱波均─破解技術及消息面的迷思(下) 當沖與騙線 74 中國稀土礦藏全球第一 稀土永
磁板塊前景佳 期貨精選 76 投資(機)玉米期貨 務必嚴設止損 企業巡禮 78 銷美反傾銷稅率獲大幅調降 新股報導 80 原廠藥面臨
「專利懸崖」 生物相似藥現商機 風雲論壇 84 存了第一桶金 理財規劃怎麼做？ 房市放大鏡 86 十年後 台灣房市六大發展新風貌 解
碼房市 88 周俊吉「彎道加速」 信義房屋勇闖大馬設子公司 90 陸客觀光產值蒸發八億元 南霸天沒在怕 理財我最大 94 戴秋芸：拿
出勇氣與膽識，想創業就不要怕失敗！
Developing Java Applications with Spring and Spring Boot Claudio
Eduardo de Oliveira 2018-10-04 An end-to-end software development
guide for the Java eco-system using the most advanced frameworks:
Spring and Spring Boot. Learn the complete workflow by building
projects and solving problems. About This Book Learn reactive
programming by implementing a reactive application with Spring
WebFlux Create a robust and scalable messaging application with Spring
messaging support Get up-to-date with the defining characteristics of
Spring Boot 2.0 in Spring Framework 5 Learn about developer tools,
AMQP messaging, WebSockets, security, MongoDB data access, REST,
and more This collection of effective recipes serves as guidelines for
Spring Boot application development Who This Book Is For Java
developers wanting to build production-grade applications using the
newest popular Spring tools for a rich end-to-end application
development experience. What You Will Learn Get to know the Spring
Boot and understand how it makes creating robust applications
extremely simple Understand how Spring Data helps us add persistence
in MongoDB and SQL databases Implement a websocket to add
interactive behaviors in your applications Create powerful, productiongrade applications and services with minimal fuss Use custom metrics to
track the number of messages published and consumed Build anything
from lightweight unit tests to fully running embedded web container
integration tests Learn effective testing techniques by integrating
Cucumber and Spock Use Hashicorp Consul and Netflix Eureka for
dynamic Service Discovery In Detail Spring Framework has become the
most popular framework for Java development. It not only simplifies
software development but also improves developer productivity. This
book covers effective ways to develop robust applications in Java using
Spring. The course is up made of three modules, each one having a takeaway relating to building end-to-end java applications. The first module
takes the approach of learning Spring frameworks by building
applications.You will learn to build APIs and integrate them with popular
fraemworks suh as AngularJS, Spring WebFlux, and Spring Data. You will
also learn to build microservices using Spring's support for Kotlin. You
will learn about the Reactive paradigm in the Spring architecture using
Project Reactor. In the second module, after getting hands-on with
Spring, you will learn about the most popular tool in the Spring
ecosystem-Spring Boot. You will learn to build applications with Spring
Boot, bundle them, and deploy them on the cloud. After learning to build
applications with Spring Boot, you will be able to use various tests that
are an important part of application development. We also cover the
important developer tools such as AMQP messaging, websockets,
security, and more. This will give you a good functional understanding of
scalable development in the Spring ecosystem with Spring Boot. In the
third and final module, you will tackle the most important challenges in
Java application development with Spring Boot using practical recipes.
Including recipes for testing, deployment, monitoring, and securing your
applications. This module will also address the functional and technical
requirements for building enterprise applications. By the end of the
course you will be comfortable with using Spring and Spring Boot to
develop Java applications and will have mastered the intricacies of
production-grade applications. Style and approach A simple step-by-step
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guide with practical examples to help you develop and deploy Spring and
Spring Boot applications in the real-world.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films Wikipedia
contributors
China Satellite Navigation Conference (CSNC) 2018 Proceedings
Jiadong Sun 2018-05-03 These proceedings present selected research
papers from CSNC 2018, held during 23rd-25th May in Harbin, China.
The theme of CSNC 2018 is Location, Time of Augmentation. These
papers discuss the technologies and applications of the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), and the latest progress made in the
China BeiDou System (BDS) especially. They are divided into 12 topics to
match the corresponding sessions in CSNC 2018, which broadly covered
key topics in GNSS. Readers can learn about the BDS and keep abreast
of the latest advances in GNSS techniques and applications.
A President's Daily Brief: Years 1-4 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption
of the entire Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 1-4: The
Day-by-Day Lurch of Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the full
volume of Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series, representing the four years of
Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a
compiled list of significant events that portray Trump as the most corrupt
American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment
posts pulled from news outlets and credible sources provides an intimate
look at how the administration went about breaking the presidential
norms on a daily basis. Readers also will have access to citations to factcheck claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and
graduated to righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy
history, politics, and government or simply want to read about the most
notorious presidency in history.
Trump and His Generals Peter Bergen 2019-12-10 From one of
America's preeminent national security journalists, an explosive, newsbreaking account of Donald Trump's collision with the American national
security establishment, and with the world It is a simple fact that no
president in American history brought less foreign policy experience to
the White House than Donald J. Trump. The real estate developer from
Queens promised to bring his brash, zero-sum swagger to bear to cut
through America's most complex national security issues, and he did. If
the cost of his "America First" agenda was bulldozing the edifice of
foreign alliances that had been carefully tended by every president from
Truman to Obama, then so be it. It was clear from the first that Trump's
inclinations were radically more blunt force than his predecessors'. When
briefed by the Pentagon on Iran and the Strait of Hormuz, he exclaimed,
"The next time Iran sends its boats into the Strait: blow them out of the
water! Let's get Mad Dog on this." When told that the capital of South
Korea, Seoul, was so close to the North Korean border that millions of
people would likely die in the first hours of any all-out war, Trump had a
bold response, "They have to move." The officials in the Oval Office
weren't sure if he was joking. He raised his voice. "They have to move!"
Very quickly, it became clear to a number of people at the highest levels
of government that their gravest mission was to protect America from
Donald Trump. Trump and His Generals is Peter Bergen's riveting
account of what happened when the unstoppable force of President
Trump met the immovable object of America's national security
establishment--the CIA, the State Department, and, above all, the
Pentagon. If there is a real "deep state" in DC, it is not the FBI so much
as the national security community, with its deep-rooted culture and
hierarchy. The men Trump selected for his key national security
positions, Jim Mattis, John Kelly, and H. R. McMaster, were products of
that culture: Trump wanted generals, and he got them. Three years later,
they would be gone, and the guardrails were off. From Iraq and
Afghanistan to Syria and Iran, from Russia and China to North Korea and
Islamist terrorism, Trump and His Generals is a brilliant reckoning with
an American ship of state navigating a roiling sea of threats without a
well-functioning rudder. Lucid and gripping, it brings urgently needed
clarity to issues that affect the fate of us all. But clarity, unfortunately, is
not the same thing as reassurance.
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